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Alignment is one of the most pivotal aspects of playing a Diablo 3 character. Because of its nature, Diablo 2 is favored to the right of the menu. You must be mindful that the devil is your friend. The devil gives you amazing powerful skills and potions but they are dangerous. Many people have learned to abuse the devil in many ways, but be careful! Always try to use them on your own self! If your devil wants to hurt you then you will be lost to the battle. A lot of people come from the Diablo 2 era, and so many of the skills in Diablo 3 are just heavily D2Rized, some even are D2Rized on multiple levels. As mentioned above, use them to your advantage. For example, the final move of the rightwards Blink Diablo 3 skill is a laser strike. Instead of going all the way over to the diagonal, you can Blink over to the top middle. If you do this, you will go all the way across to the diagonal, and you
should blink over again, going all the way to the far top right corner. If you dont go all the way down and get a large moving strike, it is not really much use. It will strike, but half the damage and it will not keep you alive. But if you do go all the way down, it will be a much bigger hit. So you must choose when to use it. Because of Diablo 3s limitation of having only six primary attributes, new skills are made up of combinations of multiple stats. Thus, it is possible to create a powerful combination of your skills using the different types of meta-attributes or skills. Rather than a pure attribute skill, which provides little advantage, it is possible to create a composite attrib skill, which provides a lot of advantage. In this way, you can pick up the game as a pure attribute builder, giving you an edge when entering PvP matches.
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take note that you have the following two characters available to choose from: prototype: this is a character file created by the game itself, which can be used to
create a new character or reset a character to its original state normal: this is the normal character file of the starter pack - added support for d2 v1.03 (partial) and

v1.07- added reanimate monsters 704-733- fixed stash/inv/cube size to allow up to 16x16 (not 8x16)- fixed bug where main window sometimes cut off text at bottom
(version, files, etc.)- added ability to switch between item decode versions on an already open character file- added option re keep only 1 backup character file (in
addition to the present all or none)- added ladder selection character type- added the ability for new items that can use all 4 characters for item code- fixed the
mouse move dll, so it now works with xp and vista- added more options for custom items, for better support for mods such as median- changed buffer to allow

multiple aura when equipped- added option to check save path on char open (for d2gc support)- added auto hotkey setup (for both right and left skills)- added a
warning if trying to save a file >8191 bytes- added a paste fill button to fill inv, etc with charms, etc.- added a pastex7 of jewels into a weapon (via right-click option)

if you are playing diablo 3 starter pack, in order to get in touch with the entire game with the items and skills that you wish to have, you should first backup your
character file. basically, a character file is the main file that contains all the skills and items a character has. but once you start playing diablo 3 starter pack, it will

have some features that are missing from the normal one, which may not be what you want, so that you need to backup the normal character file and replace it with
the starter pack character file, which is also the main file that can be used to create a new character or reset a character to its normal state. once you finish, you can

start playing on the new character file and learn how to get more gold. 5ec8ef588b
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